Kenneth Myers Centre
Standard Lighting Plot
2014

Inventory
18x Selecon 2000w PC’s with Barn doors
17x Selecon 1200w PC’s with barn doors
16x Par64’s (CP62 MFL)
20x Strand Profiles
3x Selecon 1000w Aurora Flood Light
9x Selecon 500w Hui Flood Light

Gel:
8x 1.2k Size L201 (Full C.T Blue)
10x 2k/Par64 Size L106 (Primary Red)
10x 2k/Par64 Size L119 (Dark Blue)
10x 2k/Par64 Size L200 (Medium Amber)
4x 2k/Par64 Size L139 (Primary Green)

Gobos:
4x Rosco Leaf Breakup (small 77119)

NOTE:
9x Hui Flood Lights are on separate House Light (HL) dimmer circuit
FDH 1 & 2 are focused as a front wash over 3 areas (Left, Centre, Right)

KEY:
Par 64 (MFL)
2k PC
1.2k PC
Strand Profile
500w Flood light (houselight)

Aurora 4 Bank CYC

Standard Key

LX Bar Key

Dimmer Number

Bar Patch - Dimmer

Colour

Colour